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ABSTRACT
Long exposures from adaptive optic systems show a diﬀraction limited core superimposed on a halo of uncorrected
light from a science target, and the addition of various long-lived speckles that arise from uncorrected aberrations
in the telescope system. The presence of these speckles limit the detection of extra-solar planets at a few
diﬀraction widths from the primary source. Focal plane wavefront sensing uses the deformable secondary mirror
of the MMT adaptive optics system to systematically remove the presence of long-lived speckles in a high-contrast
image, and also test for the incoherent source that represents a separate astronomical target nearby. We use the
Clio 5 micron camera (with its coronagraphic capabilities) to modulate long lived speckles and present initial
on-sky results of this technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years there has been a considerable eﬀort to image planets around other stars, resulting in
the ﬁrst direct image of an exoplanet orbiting the brown dwarf 2M2107.1 With the unique capabilities of the
adaptive optics (AO) system on the 6.5 MMTO Telescope on Mount Hopkins at the University of Arizona, we
are currently undertaking a mid-infrared survey to directly image extrasolar planet systems.2
The limiting factor for imaging exoplanet surveys with ground telescopes with AO correction (and likely
also with TPF) is the presence of long-lived “speckles” which limit the imaging detection threshold.3–5 We
describe the technique of explicit speckle nulling to suppress these long-lived speckles. The technique relies on
the fact that halo speckles which otherwise look like planets are coherent with the star. They can thus be
removed (“whacked”) by destructive interference with an “anti-speckle” created by appropriate modulation of a
deformable mirror.

2. IMAGING EXTRA-SOLAR PLANETS AT 5 MICRONS
From a geometric consideration of the solid angle subtended by Jupiter as seen from the Sun, little more than
10−9 of the Sun’s light is reﬂected from the planet’s disk, and even at the relatively close distance of 5pc, an
extrasolar Jupiter would be just one arcsecond away from the parent star. The planet’s signal is buried in the
noise of the diﬀracted and scattered light of the primary star. Theoretical modeling of the spectra of extrasolar
planets reveals that Jupiter and other giant planets glow in the thermal infrared due to the leftover heat from
their formation.6 Jupiter has a thermal radiation spectrum that peaks in the mid infrared, resulting in a planet
to star ﬂux ratio 100 to 1000 times larger than that in the visible.
Theoretical extrasolar giant planet (EGP) spectra produced by the Arizona group7 show that for both isolated
and irradiated exoplanets, the two atmospheric windows that show the most consistent planet to star ﬂux ratio
are the H and M bands (see Figure 1). It is important to note that these spectra are highly non-thermal, with the
H and M bands sitting far above the equivalent blackbody spectrum. The relatively low sky background in the
near infra-red, along with the higher spatial resolution and availability of AO corrected imaging has prompted
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Figure 1. Theoretical contrast spectra of the 12 exoplanet candidates most suitable for direct imaging. H, L’ and M
bands are indicated in the shaded regions centered on 1.65, 3.78 and 4.85µm respectively. All spectra show the broad
spectral feature at M band discussed in the text, from the massive EGP at the topmost curve (HD 39091b, M sin i=10.3
Mjup ), to the lowest mass planet at the bottom (47 UMa c, M sin i=0.76 Mjup ). Spectra are smoothed with a Gaussian
filter of width 0.2µm

many groups to look for planets in the H band atmospheric window.8, 9 The broad 4-5 micron peak results from
the combination of suppressed ﬂux longward of 10 microns by collision-induced absorption of H2 and windows
in the H2 O opacity spectrum in the atmosphere of the EGP. These two eﬀects force ﬂux blueward, producing
large ﬂux enhancements over blackbody values in the J, H and M bands. As the planets cool, the M band stays
brighter than both the J and H bands, and the Wien law blackbody quickly suppresses the bluer J and H band.
As can be seen in Figure 1 the planet to star ﬂux ratio is consistently brighter in M band for a whole range of
planet models than the ﬂux in H band.

3. THE MMT ADAPTIVE OPTICS SYSTEM AND CLIO CORONAGRAPHIC
CAMERA
The 6.5m MMTO telescope is the ﬁrst realization of a large aperture telescope coupled with a deformable
secondary mirror that delivers an AO corrected f /15 beam (see Figure 2). Currently the system achieves typical
Strehl ratios of 30-40% at H band (1.6µm) with a FWHM of 68 milliarcseconds. Measurements taken with the
BLINC/MIRAC mid-IR camera in January 2003 recorded the ﬁrst ever high Strehl AO images taken at 10µm.
The Strehl ratio achieved was of order 96%.
At longer wavelengths (> 2.5µm) the MMT AO system is uniquely sensitive because of the lower background
light it emits at infrared wavelengths compared to conventional AO systems. This is because it uses a deformable
secondary mirror for wavefront correction10 which has the advantage of eliminating approximately 8 warm, dusty,
optical surfaces from the typical AO system design.11 The elimination of these extra optical surfaces (that are
required for conventional large telescope AO systems e.g., Keck, VLT, etc.) allows the MMT AO to have
much lower scattered light and lower thermal emissivity, whilst increasing the system throughput. Conservative
estimates of this suggest that 6.5 m MMT AO system in conventional imaging mode will be as eﬃcient as the
10 m Keck AO system at H (1.6µm) and 2.28 times as eﬃcient at N (10.5µm) despite having a smaller primary
mirror.12 We have measured the emissivity of the MMT system to be approximately 7% in thermal infrared
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Figure 2. The MMT AO System. The successive pictures show the 6.5m MMTO telescope, the deformable secondary
mirror in the telescope hub, and a detail of the secondary mirror during assembly in the optics laboratory showing the
location of the 336 mirror actuators.

observations. This is already much improved over the 20% emissivity expected of conventional AO systems.
Where telescope background is the dominant source of background photons (as it is for the most transparent
portions of the L band and portions of the M band atmospheric window), a reduction in emissivity corresponds
to a direct reduction in exposure time to reach a particular sensitivity.
Our optimized 3-5 micron imager and coronagraph, named Clio,2 has been completed and is currently being
used for scientiﬁc observations at the MMTO. The Clio camera consists of a 5µm camera that is optimised to
work with diﬀraction limited images in H, L’ and M bands. There are three channels that image at f /20, f /35
and a pupil imaging mode. The f /20 imaging mode is optimised to work in the high background regime of L’
and M bands with Nyquist sampling at L’ band (0.048”/pixel) and a ﬁeld of view of 15” by 12”.
Diﬀraction can be handled in several ways and we are exploring whether conventional coronagraphs,13 bandlimited masks,14 or phase-induced suppression15, 16 will be most suitable. Diﬀracted light will need to be
reduced to well below the level of the residual speckle halo in order to not add additional noise due to coherent
combination with the speckles. For the level of the halo we expect using the MMT AO system at M band this
corresponds to a suppression factor of 10-30 for the diﬀracted light. This is likely achievable with a standard
Lyot coronagraph with a 4 − 5λ/D spot and a 10% undersized pupil stop or similar equivalent.
Recently we have developed an apodized plate design17–19 that suppresses diﬀraction in a D-shaped region
around the target star, by use of a transmitting optic of variable thickness at the pupil plane in the coronagraph.
This modiﬁes the wavefront so as to suppress Airy rings over one half of any point-like source, and results in a
measured suppression20 of 10 to 50 of the diﬀraction pattern. The advantages of this design over more traditional
Lyot coronagraphs includes higher throughput eﬃciency and a complete insensitivity to telescope tracking and
pointing errors.
Near infra-red observations with AO systems reveal speckle noise that limits the detection of planets with
infra-red cameras.5, 8, 9 A short exposure image from an AO corrected telescope shows the Airy diﬀraction
pattern surrounded by a cloud of rapidly changing speckles, which are due to residual uncorrected wavefront
errors in the AO system. As the integration time is increased, most speckles average out to produce a smooth
“halo” of light that surrounds this diﬀraction limited core. However, in practice some speckles persist. These
static speckles result from non common optical path errors between the science camera and the wavefront sensor
camera that measures the incoming wavefront. This is a problem common to all high contrast imaging systems
where the wavefront measurement path is not identical to the science camera path, and this has been observed
on space telescopes such as the HST.21 The dominant source of noise is then expected to be the ability to
calibrate or suppress the persistent speckles. The high Strehl images delivered in L’ and M bands (80% and 90%
from current MMT AO performance) will create speckles which are expected to be symmetric if caused by path
length rather than diﬀraction errors. To the degree this symmetry is preserved it can be used to subtract oﬀ
long-lived speckles, however ﬂat ﬁelding and registration errors will ultimately limit this subtraction.
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Figure 3. Simulation of focal plane wavefront sensing. The top image shows four speckles with various brightnesses. Four
trial wavefronts are created and added to original wavefront, which modulated the brightness of each speckle. The phase
of each speckle can be derived from these four intermediate images allowing application of a final corrected wavefront
correction to the original which suppresses the original pattern by a factor of 20.
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Figure 4. The first realisation of artificially generated speckles using the MMT deformable secondary mirror. These
images are taken in H band using the ARIES camera, consisting of 10 x 1sec exposures co-added. The left hand image
shows the closed loop PSF for the AO system, whilst the right hand image has a static sinusoidal wave of 150 nm r.m.s.
with three cycles across the deformable mirror in addition to the AO wavefront corrections.

4. FOCAL PLANE WAVEFRONT SENSING THEORY AND INITIAL TESTS
The approach to implementing focal plane wavefront sensing we use is illustrated in Figure 3. After suppressing
diﬀraction through a coronagraph, quasi-static speckles will be left at various points in the focal plane. Each
speckle in the focal plane corresponds to a sinusoidal component of phase aberration in the pupil plane. The
brightness of a speckle, its distance from the center of the star image, and its orientation determines the amplitude of the modulation, the spatial frequency of the wave, and its orientation in the pupil. The only missing
information is the phase shift of the wave. To ﬁnd this out we divide one side of the image into approximately
λ/D regions and sum the corresponding sine waves to add to the original wavefront. The sum of all the waves
is added to the original for sine waves which are shifted by 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees. The phase for each
λ/D region in the focal plane is then derived and a ﬁnal corrected wavefront is generated which suppresses the
original speckle pattern. Figure 3 shows that the resultant image after carrying out such a procedure eﬃciently
removes the original pattern, reducing the maximum speckle in the example by a factor of 20.
The useful region of operation for focal plane wavefront sensing for the MMT AO and Clio is from approximately 3λ/D, where we expect diﬀraction to be suppressed, out to approximately 9λ/D which is the maximum
control radius for the 336 actuator MMT deformable mirror. This is 0.36-1.1” for L’ and 0.48-1.4” for M band.
Our approach to suppressing the speckles will likely evolve as we develop experience with how long-lived the
pattern is, as well as how good of a signal-to-noise we need to eﬀectively reduce a peak. Currently we envision
that initial images will show static speckles in relatively short (1-3 min.) integration times. We will then cycle
through four phases of measurement to reduce the speckles to a level where they are not detectable until longer
integrations have been achieved. By cycling through a four-phased measurement again we expect to reduce the
static speckles to a level where we are unable to detect the pattern in even in our longest observing sequence. It
is important to note that since a planet’s light is not coherent, its light cannot be suppressed.
Figure 4 shows the first on sky demonstration taken with the 6.5m MMT and ARIES near infrared imaging
camera22 where we applied a ﬁxed sinusoidal shape on the AO deformable mirror in closed loop operation to
generate artiﬁcal speckles. By using a superposition of much smaller Fourier terms on the mirror, we can add
and move weak speckles in the focal plane to destructively interfere with speckles produced by non-common path
errors.
The extension of sensitivity for giant planets into 0.4” will allow searches for planets in the potentially fruitful
range of 4-20 AU for typical stars at 7-20pc. These may both be more numerous, compared to 20-50 AU and
more important for determining a star’s suitability for having a stable habitable zone.
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